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1. Introduction

This semester we made a compiler that could take the

Amy language and transform it into the WebAssembly

language, using an analyzer, a lexer, a parser, ASTs and

some code generation.

However, we cannot do complex work, for instance

advancer String operations (substrings, regexs, ...) or

File access and operations. One solution would be to

extend the basic Amy language with more advanced

custom functions with the help of the JavaScript lan-

guage.

The idea would be to allow the user to invock exter-

nal JavaScript functions, either from a basic ”buit-in”

set1 or from an external file included by the user them-

self.

2. Examples

We will showcase two simple examples in which

using external JavaScript functions could be useful as

well as some additionnal examples we used for our

tests.

The first case would be to use an external file as an

input for some function. There is no built-in method

for this in Amy, but there sure is in JS:

object FS {
external def open(path: String): Int
external def read(fd: Int): String

}

object Example1 {
val f: Int = FS.open(”/home/mvetterli/hello.txt”)
// Print what is in the file ’hello.txt’
Std.printString(FS.read(f))

1 http://overapi.com/javascript

}

We can also think about the limitations of the

String in Amy, which can be easily fixed with some

added JS functions:

object StringMagic {
external def substring(start: Int, end: Int): String

}

object Example2 {
var str = ”Hello, world!”
// Print ”d!”
Std.printString(StringMagic.substring(11, 12))

}

3. Implementation

We have to create in an external JS file the function

we would like to use in our Amy program. Our com-

piler will ”scan” through the source folder and recog-

nize the .js extension of the file - but not compile it.

During the lexer phaze, we have to recognize two

new keywords, namely external and export, and

add them correctly in the parsing phaze. One of the

thing we had to change to the basic compiler was the

fact that some functions could be exported, and had

to be handled differently, as well as when an external

function was used - so that it would be recognized

by the compiler. The compiler also had to know that

external functions would be in use.

The first non-trivial part in our pipeline was to add

an additional checker that would ensure only primitive

types are passed to/from JS functions and to be sure

that the return type was primitive as well. As JS types

are dynamic and diverse, we had to be sure to use only

String - the ”object” in JS and the ”array” in Amy -,
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Integer - the ”number” in JS -, Boolean and Unit -

matched with the void/undefined type in JS.

Once everything was done in the backend of the

compiler, the code generation was the next non-trivial

part. We indeed had to use the generated JS functions

in the WebAssembly flow.

4. Possible Extensions

One way to adapt this extension would be to support

more alternative web scripts languages, for instance

CoffeeScript or Closure.
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